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LETTER

Criticizing reporting standards fails to improve
quality in animal research
Gordon P Otto1,2 and Ralf A Claus1,2*
See related research by Barra and Joffe, http://ccforum.com/content/18/1/R15

We agree with Bara and Joffe that there is a need for
improvement of reporting quality in animal research
(AR) [1]. Presenting details on both methods used and
potential cofounders during AR is not only important to
reproduce results, and to ensure animal welfare (AW)
and public support, it is a duty when animals are compromised, stressed or sacrificed to understand diseases
or to identify treatment targets.
The article addresses important issues, unfortunately
without a solution and ignoring personal responsibility.
As mentioned, the word count within manuscripts is
strictly limited. In Germany and most European countries, the approval procedure for AR includes applications (>6,000 words) covering all analysed readouts:
anaesthesia, pain control, euthanasia methods, termination criteria, statistical planning, funding, discussion
of reduction, refinement and replacement, and a

systematic review. Nevertheless, how should these long
method descriptions be included in manuscripts of
3,500 words?
Really what are required are special conferences and
articles focusing on methods in AR, a uniform summarising data sheet as supplementary material, and the presentation of the registration number given by the AW
committee including a recheck by the committees to ensure that AW was considered. Finally, there is a need for
commitment among scientists to standardise experiments to allow collaborative exchange of data, body
fluids and tissues to privilege synergetic benefits; to improve the informative value of an approach by stratification of animals [2]; and to also present negative results
to avoid double testing. These changes will lead to
increased quality in reporting, realisation of reduction,
refinement and replacement, and public perception.

Authors’ response

Meredith Bara and Ari R Joffe
We agree with Otto and Claus that it is our moral duty
to take sentient animals’ interests into consideration
when performing AR that can cause suffering and early
death. However, Otto and Claus believe we have not
discussed ‘a solution’, and suggest that ‘a uniform summarising data sheet as supplementary material and the
presentation of the registration number given by the
AW committee’ would be steps forward. Although these
would be welcome steps, they are not sufficient.
We do not believe that the approval procedure for
AR, including the longer submissions to the AW committee, can account for the poor ethical reporting we
identified. For example: euthanasia methods in our
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review were often reported, yet not the appropriate
method [1]; few systematic reviews of AR are published,
most of low quality, and it is unlikely that the highquality systematic reviews are presented to the AW
committee yet never published [3]; reporting statistical
planning and sample size calculations do not take
significant space in manuscripts yet markedly improve
internal validity, making nonreporting hard to explain;
and there are problems with the AW committee
approval process, including conflicts of interest, lack of
strong public representation, and a culture of acceptance that AR is necessary in almost any circumstance
[4,5]. Indeed, the poor reporting we identified may be a
sign of poor performance of AW committees in general.
Our ‘solution’ is thus for journals and reviewers to
mandate adequate AR justification and reporting in
manuscripts [1,6].
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